Mobile Connectivity with your Xerox AltaLink
Gabi Solutions has revolutionized the way you can interact with your Xerox AltaLink with the introduction of Gabi
Go — enhancing your mobile connectivity to your multifunction printer while providing the gold standard of
security: Biometric Multifactor Authentication.
Using Gabi Go, your workforce will be able to securely and flawlessly execute MFP functionalities using Touch or
Voice commands powered by IBM Watson® through a device they already know and use frequently: a mobile
phone.
With 77% of today’s workforce spending at least two hours a day on their smartphones, implementing Gabi Go
will increase your work efficiency on a daily basis providing an immediate impact.

Why Choose Gabi Go?
Zero Privacy Footprint – From Social Security Numbers to Credit Card information, the data you run through
your Xerox Multifunction Printer can be extremely sensitive.

Your jobs issued through Gabi Go are interpreted securely and accurately at all times. Your data is not stored or
transmitted to a third party by neither Gabi Solutions nor IBM Watson.

Product Highlights – What’s Included?
On top of remaining dedicated to your data security, Gabi Go offers
additional valued propositions including but not limited to:
1-to-10 Gabi Smartbox: Allowing your workforce to establish a flawless
connection to your Xerox AltaLink fleet, Gabi Go allows your users to connect up
to ten Multifunction Printers at a time.
Multifactor Authentication: With a gold-standard authentication, using Touch ID
on the Gabi Go mobile app, your personnel can interact with your MFPs with a
higher level of security as opposed to card-based user identification on your
Xerox AltaLink.
User Experience – Touch & Voice: Turn minutes into seconds by executing
flawless commands through Touch or Voice. You’ll have the luxury of choosing
your preferred method while on the go.

To learn more about Gabi Go and Gabi Solutions, visit www.gabisolutions.com
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